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Abstract. We present an incremental algorithm for constructing and reconstructing
Generalized Voronoi Diagrams (GVDs) on grids. Our algorithm, Dynamic Brush-
fire, uses techniques from the path planning community to efficiently update GVDs
when the underlying environment changes or when new information concerning
the environment is received. Dynamic Brushfire is an order of magnitude more effi-
cient than current approaches. In this paper we present the algorithm, compare it to
current approaches on several experimental domains involving both simulated and
real data, and demonstrate its usefulness for multirobot path planning.
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1. Introduction

Efficient path planning is a fundamental requirement for autonomous mobile robots.
From a single robot navigating in a partially-known environment to a team of robots co-
ordinating their movements to achieve a common goal, autonomous systems must gen-
erate effective trajectories quickly. The efficiency of path planning algorithms can be
greatly affected by the type of representation used to encode the environment. Common
representations include uniform and non-uniform grids, probabilistic roadmaps, general-
ized Voronoi diagrams (GVDs), and exact cell decompositions. GVDs in particular are
very useful for extracting environment topologies. A GVD is a roadmap that provides
all possible path homotopies in an environment containing obstacle regions. The GVD
also provides maximum clearance from these regions. Such a representation has practical
application to many robotic domains such as multirobot planning, stealthy navigation,
surveillance, and area coverage. Figure 1 presents the GVD of an outdoor environment.

GVDs can be used as complete representations of their environments [14,3] and to
augment other representations such as probabilistic roadmaps [6,5]. Given a GVD, plan-
ning from a start position to a goal position consists of three steps. First, plan from the
start to its closest point on the GVD (the access point). Second, plan along the GVD until
the point closest to the goal is reached (the departure point). Then, plan from the depar-
ture point to the goal. Since the GVD is a graph, any graph search algorithm can be used
to plan between the access and departure points, often at a fraction of the computational
expense required to plan over the complete environment.
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Figure 1. An outdoor environment traversed by one of our John Deere eGator robotic platforms. (Left) The
map generated by the robot (white is traversable area, black is untraversable, gray is unknown, and the grid
has 5m spacing). (Center) The GVD constructed from this map by Dynamic Brushfire with C-space obstacle
expansion. (Right) The eGator and the environment in which these maps were generated.

In many domains, robots must navigate in environments for which prior information
is unavailable, incomplete, or erroneous. To harness the benefits of GVDs for planning
in these environments, a robot must update its map when it receives sensor information
during execution, reconstruct the GVD, and generate a new plan. GVD reconstruction
and replanning must occur frequently because new information is received almost con-
tinuously from sensors. However, because new information is usually localized around
the robot, much of the previous GVD remains correct and only portions require repair.
Unfortunately, as we discuss in Section 2, the existing algorithms for constructing GVDs
have no local reconstruction mechanism and cannot take advantage of this feature; in-
stead, they discard the existing GVD and create a new one from scratch. This frequent
full reconstruction is both computationally expensive and unnecessary.

In this paper, we present the Dynamic Brushfire algorithm for incremental recon-
struction of GVDs on grids. We first discuss related techniques for GVD construction.
Next, we present our algorithm both intuitively and through pseudocode. We then com-
pare this algorithm to existing algorithms on several common robot navigation scenarios
on both real and simulated data. We also demonstrate the usefulness of GVDs and our
algorithm in particular for coordinated multirobot path planning.

2. Related Work

The Voronoi region of an obstacle O is the set of points whose distance to O is less than
or equal to their distance to every other obstacle in the environment. The GVD of an en-
vironment is the intersection of two or more Voronoi regions. Each of these intersection
points is equidistant from its two (or more) closest obstacles. Several methods exist for
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computing the GVD. First, the GVD can be constructed in continuous space. For exam-
ple, Nageswara et al. [12] represent the obstacles as simple polygons and geometrically
construct the GVD, and Choset et al. [4] simulate an agent “tracing out” the GVD as it
moves through the environment. Second, the GVD can be constructed in discrete space,
e.g. on grids. In this paper we focus on GVDs constructed on grids because of the preva-
lence of grid-based environment representations in mobile robot navigation. Here, the
Voronoi regions and the GVD are computed over the finite set of grid cells.

Researchers have used graphics hardware to generate grid-based GVDs very quickly
[7]; however, this is often infeasible for mobile robot platforms with limited on-board
hardware. Alternatively, fast hardware-independent algorithms exist for constructing
GVDs on low-dimensional grids [1,2,13]. These algorithms require as input a binary grid
and a mapping from each occupied cell in the grid to the obstacle to which it belongs (the
latter information helps determine the boundaries between different Voronoi regions). In
general, these algorithms scan the grid and compute for each cell its closest obstacle and
its distance to that obstacle; those cells that are equidistant from two or more obstacles
are included in the GVD. These algorithms run in linear time O(mn) where m and n are
dimensions of the grid. Thus, the computation required is a factor of the resolution of the
representation rather than the complexity of the environment.

The first of these is the well-known Brushfire algorithm [1]. Brushfire is analogous
to Dijkstra’s algorithm for path planning in that it processes cells in an OPEN priority
queue, where decreasing priority maps to increasing distance from an obstacle. Initially,
each obstacle cell in the environment is placed on the queue with a priority of 0 (the cell’s
distance to the nearest obstacle). Then, until the queue is empty, the highest-priority cell
is removed, its neighboring cells’ distances are computed, and any cell c whose distance
distc has been lowered is updated to be on the queue with priority distc. The distance
distc of each cell is approximated from the distances of its neighbors:

distc = min
a∈Adj(c)

[distance(c, a) + dista] (1)

where Adj(c) is the set of cells adjacent to c (usually 4- or 8- connected) and
distance(c, a) is the distance between c and a (usually Manhattan or Euclidean distance).
Brushfire only makes one pass through the grid but has the added expense of keeping
a priority queue which usually requires O(log(x)) time for operations, where x is the
number of elements in the queue.

The quasi-Euclidean distance transform algorithm developed by Rosenfeld et al. [13]
makes two sequential passes through the grid, from top to bottom and then bottom to top.
For each cell encountered, it simply performs an 8-connected search of neighboring cells
to determine the cell’s distance and nearest obstacle using Eq. 1. The Euclidean distance
transform algorithm by Breu et al. [2] constructs the GVD by determining which Voronoi
regions intersect each row in the grid. For each cell in a particular row, it computes the
exact distance to the obstacle that is closest to it.

Although these algorithms are fast, they provide no mechanism for incremental re-
construction. We compare their performances with Dynamic Brushfire on several exam-
ple robotics scenarios in Section 4.
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Figure 2. A sequence of distance propagations when obstacles (red/grey dots) are added and removed. (Top)
A new obstacle cell in the center of the environment produces a wave of overconsistent states (in bold black)
which terminates at the boundary of the new Voronoi region (in gray). (Bottom) The center cell is removed and
produces a wave of underconsistent states (in bold blue/light gray) that pushes out to the corners of the old
Voronoi region while an overconsistent propagation (in bold black) pulls back inwards to the boundaries of the
new Voronoi regions.

3. The Dynamic Brushfire Algorithm

Just as Brushfire is analogous to Dijkstra’s algorithm for planning, Dynamic Brushfire is
analogous to the unfocused D* family of efficient replanning algorithms [15,10]. When
new information is received concerning the environment (e.g. from a robot’s sensors),
these algorithms only propagate the new information to portions of the map that could
be affected. Thus, they avoid unnecessarily re-processing the entire state space. In the
grid-based GVD context, new information consists of obstacles being asynchronously
added and removed from the environment, in whole or in part. When an obstacle cell is
removed, the distances increase for exactly those cells that were closer to it than to any
other obstacle cell. When an obstacle cell is added, the distances decrease for exactly
those cells that are closer to it now than to any other obstacle cell. Dynamic Brushfire is
efficient because it determines and limits processing to only cells within these two sets.

3.1. Algorithm Intuition

Dynamic Brushfire requires the same input as the other approaches discussed in Section
2: a grid and a mapping from obstacle cell to obstacle. For each cell s it maintains the ob-
stacle obsts to which it is currently closest. It also maintains a distance dists to its closest
obstacle from the previous GVD construction and a one-step lookahead distance distnew

s

to the closest obstacle given the changes that have occurred since that construction. A
cell is consistent if dists = distnew

s , overconsistent if dists > distnew
s , or underconsistent

if dists < distnew
s .

Like A*, D*, and Brushfire, Dynamic Brushfire keeps a priority queue OPEN of the
inconsistent cells to propagate changes. A cell s’s priority is always min(dists, distnew

s )
and cells are popped with increasing priority values. When a cell is popped from the
OPEN queue, its new distance is propagated to its adjacent cells, and any newly-
inconsistent cells are put on the OPEN queue. Thus, the propagation emanates from the
source of the change and terminates when the change does not affect any more cells.
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When a cell is set to obstacle, it reduces the new minimum distance of adjacent cells
which propagate this reduction to their adjacent cells, etc. This creates an overconsistent
sweep emanating from the original obstacle cell (Figure 2, panels 1 to 3 ). An overcon-
sistent sweep terminates when cells are encountered that are equally close or closer to
another obstacle and thus cannot be made overconsistent. These cells lie on the boundary
between Voronoi regions and will be part of the new GVD (Figure 2, panels 4 and 5).

When an obstacle cell is removed, all cells that previously used it to compute their
distances are invalid and must recompute their distances. This propagation occurs in
two sweeps. First, an underconsistent propagation sweeps out from the original cell and
resets the affected cells (Figure 2, panels 6 and 7). This sweep terminates when cells
are encountered that are closer to another obstacle and cannot be made underconsistent.
Thus, at most those cells in the removed obstacle cell’s Voronoi region are invalided.
Then, an overconsistent propagation sweeps inwards and uses the valid cells beyond this
region to recompute new values for the invalid cells (Figure 2, panels 8 and 9).

3.2. Algorithm Pseudocode

Initialize ()

1 OPEN =TIES = ∅;
2 foreach cell s

3 dists =distnew
s =∞

4 parents =ties =∅
5 obsts =∅

SetObstacle (o, O)

1 distnew
o = 0

2 obsto = O

3 parento =o

4 validO =TRUE
5 insert(OPEN , o, distnew

o )

RemoveObstacle (o, O)

1 distnew
o =∞

2 obsto =∅
3 if O - o =∅
4 validO =FALSE;
5 insert(OPEN , o, disto)

Figure 3. Pseudocode for initializing the grid and adding and removing obstacle cells.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 present pseudocode for the Dynamic Brushfire algorithm. In ad-
dition to dists, distnew

s , and obsts, each cell s tracks the cell parents from which its
distance is computed and a cell ties that is adjacent to s and equidistant to a different
obstacle. Additionally an obstacle is invalid (validO = FALSE) when it is entirely re-
moved from the environment. Dynamic Brushfire first initializes all distances to infinite
and pointers to unknown. Then, obstacles are added and removed using SetObstacle and
RemoveObstacle. When a cell o is added to obstacle O (SetObstacle(o, O)), its distance
becomes zero, its parent cell is itself, and it is placed on the queue as an overconsistent
cell. When a cell o is removed from obstacle O (RemoveObstacle(o, O)), its properties
are reinitialized and the cell is placed on the queue as an underconsistent cell.

The GVD is reconstructed by calling the function RebuildGVD which removes cells
from the OPEN queue for processing. When an overconsistent cell is removed (lines
2-4), its lookahead distance will be correct, so its current distance is updated. When
an underconsistent cell is removed (lines 7-10), its old distance is reset so that it can
subsequently be processed as an overconsistent cell.

The GVD is marked in two steps. First, when a cell s becomes consistent (line 3
in RebuildGVD), we check if it should be considered for inclusion in the GVD. In the
function ConsiderForGVD, if a cell s has an adjacent cell n in a different Voronoi region,
s is placed on the TIES list of possible GVD cells and n is recorded for later use. Thus, if
any two adjacent cells lie in different Voronoi regions, at least one of them will be placed
on the TIES list. Once the OPEN list is empty, the TIES list is examined in function
ConstructGVD to determine which cells belong on the GVD using the same criterion.
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RebuildGVD()

1 while s = remove(OPEN )
2 if distnew

s < dists

3 dists = distnew
s ;

4 ProcessLower(s)
5 ConsiderForGVD(s)
6 else
7 dists =∞
8 if distnew

s 6= dists

9 insert(OPEN , s, distnew
s )

10 ProcessRaise(s)
11 ConstructGVD()

ConsiderForGVD(s)

1 foreach n ∈ Adj(s)
2 if obsts 6= obstn

3 ties = n

4 insert(TIES , s)

ConstructGVD(s)

1 while s = remove(TIES )
2 foreach n ∈ Adj(s)
3 if obstn 6= obsts

4 n and s are on the GVD
5 ties = n ; tien = s

6 else
7 n and s are not on the GVD
8 ties = ∅ ; tien = ∅

Figure 4. Pseudocode for rebuilding the GVD. Function RebuildGVD removes cells from the OPEN queue to
be processed and functions ConsiderForGVD and ConstructGVD mark the GVD.

ProcessLower(s)

1 foreach n ∈ Adj(s)
2 if tien =s

3 insert (TIES , n)
4 if distnew

n > distnew
s

5 d′= distance(n, s) + distnew
s )

6 if d′< distnew
n

7 distnew
n = d′

8 parentn = s

9 obstn = obsts

10 insert(OPEN , n, distnew
s )

ProcessRaise(s)

1 foreach n ∈ Adj(s)
2 if tien =s

3 insert(TIES , n)
4 if parentn =s

5 distold
n =distnew

n ; distnew
n =∞

6 obstold
n =obstn

7 foreach a ∈ Adj(n) s.t. obsta is valid
8 d′=distance(n, a) + distnew

a

9 if d′< distnew
n

10 distnew
n = d′; parentn =a

11 obstn =obsta

12 if distnew
n 6= distold

n or obstn 6= obstold
n

13 insert(OPEN , n, min(distnew
n , distn))

Figure 5. Pseudocode for propagating overconsistencies (ProcessLower) and underconsistencies (Process-
Raise).

The functions ProcessLower and ProcessRaise both update cells’ distances and place
inconsistent cells on the queue. ProcessLower propagates overconsistencies: a cell exam-
ines its neighbors to see if it can lower their distances. Any changed neighboring cell has
its lookahead distance, parent, and closest obstacle updated and is placed on the queue.
ProcessRaise propagates underconsistencies: a cell examines its neighbors to see if any
used its old distance to compute their own (line 4). For each such cell, the lookahead
distance is reset and then recomputed using current values (lines 7-11). Any changed cell
is placed back on the OPEN list. Additionally, both ProcessLower and ProcessRaise also
find neighboring cells that were marked on the GVD because their Voronoi region was
different from the current cell’s. Such cells are reinserted into the TIES list to be reexam-
ined (lines 2-3). The termination and correctness of Dynamic Brushfire follow from the
proof of D* Lite [11] and are shown in [8].
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Figure 6. The maps used to generate results. From left to right, the complete correct map, the map with random
errors, the map at lower resolution, and an illustration of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) updating the
GVD to the correct map from the low resolution map.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section we present and discuss statistical comparisons between Dynamic Brushfire
and competing algorithms on several robotic scenarios. We also present results from
applying Dynamic Brushfire to real robot data and to a multirobot planning problem.

4.1. Comparison to Other Algorithms

We compared Dynamic Brushfire to the Brushfire, Euclidean Distance Transform, and
quasi-Euclidean Distance Transform algorithms discussed in Section 2 on four scenarios.
The first scenario is common to many domains and involves constructing the GVD once
given a static environment. We use 200×200 cell environments that are 20% occupied by
randomly placed obstacles ranging in size from 5×5 to 20×20 cells (see Figure 6 (a)).
The remaining three scenarios are unique to and occur often in robotics: they require
traversing the environment and repairing the GVD as new information is gathered from
sensors. For this, we simulate an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) sweeping this envi-
ronment with a 10 cell omni-directional sensor and require that the UAV repair the GVD
after every 10 cells of traverse. In the first of these three scenarios, the UAV has no prior
map. In the second, it must repair the GVD given an erroneous prior map in which each
obstacle has a 30% chance of having incorrect dimensions, of being placed incorrectly,
or of being absent. An additional 10% of obstacles are randomly added (see Figure 6
(b)). Finally, the third involves repairing a GVD given a 20×20 cell low-resolution prior
map (see Figure 6 (c)). Figure 6 (d) illustrates the UAV’s traverse as it incorporates new
information into a prior low-resolution map. We ran each algorithm on each scenario on
100 different maps.

The results from these experiments are shown in Table 1 and in Figure 7. The per-
formance difference between Dynamic Brushfire and the other algorithms depends pri-
marily on how much of the old computation can be preserved and how often repair must
occur. This is true of most incremental repair algorithms (e.g. D* and D* Lite). Thus,
in initial construction of the GVD (where prior computation does not exist), the extra
processing that enables repair causes Dynamic Brushfire to be competitive to but slightly
slower than the other algorithms.

In the other three scenarios, Dynamic Brushfire outperforms its competitors by an
order of magnitude. This improvement is most pronounced when updating from the low
resolution and erroneous maps (Dynamic Brushfire is 20 and 17 times faster, respectively,
than its closest competitor) because information about the environment is gained at every
step and is localized around the robot. When constructing the GVD without a prior map,
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Figure 7. A graph of the results from Table 1 on the three incremental update scenarios. From left to right in
each group: Brushfire, EDT, Q-EDT, and Dynamic Brushfire.

Table 1. A comparison of the performances of the four approaches on four GVD construction and repair sce-
narios: initial construction of a complete map (Initial), incremental construction without a prior map (Blank),
incremental construction with an erroneous prior map (Error), and incremental construction with a low resolu-
tion prior map (Lowres). Each scenario was tested 100 times for each algorithm; the left column indicates the
mean total time taken in seconds, and the right column indicates the standard deviation of this measure.

Algorithm Initial Blank Error Lowres
µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

Brushfire 0.158 0.006 20.075 1.091 10.467 2.382 20.666 1.393
Q-EDT 0.091 0.003 12.161 0.061 5.662 1.256 11.356 0.065
EDT 0.104 0.003 11.264 0.078 7.227 1.669 15.212 1.276
DynamicBrushfire 0.162 0.005 1.887 0.174 0.328 0.051 0.551 0.068

large portions of the map have yet to be observed and the GVD is sparse. Thus, changes
must be propagated over larger areas than in the other cases. As a result, the improvement
is significant (Dynamic Brushfire is 6 times faster) but less than in the other scenarios.

4.2. GVD Construction on Real Data

We have also tested Dynamic Brushfire on real environmental data obtained from tra-
verses by a John Deere e-Gator robotic platform equipped with a SICK LMS laser in
an outdoor wooded environment (Figure 1, top and bottom right). In one experiment,
our robot explored a 75 × 40 meter area (Figure 1, left). We generated a GVD of the
final data (Figure 1, center). We also repaired the GVD after each sensor scan from the
laser. The roughly 2,400 cell updates over 90 repair episodes in a 375×200 cell environ-
ment took Dynamic Brushfire 2.7 seconds. For comparison, the same experiment took
Brushfire 31.1 seconds.

In a second experiment, we gathered sensor data from a traverse by the e-Gator
platform in a similar but larger environment and then returned three weeks later for a
second traverse over the same area. The first traverse provided a prior map for the second
traverse. Here, repair on a prior map of size 680 ×480 cells with roughly 2,200 cell
updates over 156 repair episodes took Dynamic Brushfire 11.4 seconds. For comparison,
the same experiment took Brushfire 250.6 seconds.

4.3. Application to Multirobot Path Planning

This work was originally motivated by the need for efficient path planning for multirobot
teams. Specifically, we are interested in solving the constrained exploration problem in
which a team of agents must navigate through an environment while maintaining com-
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Figure 8. The path of two robots successfully completing a constrained exploration task from the left to the
right of the environment. The paths are in bold blue/gray and bold black, obstacles are in light gray, and the
GVD generated on this environment is in thin light gray. The coverage areas of the four communication towers
are marked by dashed circles.

munication constraints. An instance of this problem is presented in Figure 8. Here, two
robots must navigate through the environment to reach their goal locations, from the left
to the right. Each robot must also always remain in contact with one of the communica-
tion towers in the environment at all times, either directly or indirectly via its teammate.
Because the area of coverage of some neighboring communication towers do not over-
lap, the robots must coordinate to hop over the gaps. In such domains where teammates’
actions are highly interdependent, centrally planning for parts of the team can be benefi-
cial [9]. However, algorithms for computing centralized plans typically have complexity
exponential in the number of robots. While normally such planning might be intractable,
it can be made feasible by reducing the search space (e.g. by planning only on the GVD).

We compared planning on the GVD to planning over the entire space. In this in-
stance, A* took only 0.36 seconds to determine a path when the search space was limited
to the GVD, while it took 94.9 seconds when searching over the entire grid. We then
repeated the same task but this time gave the robots an erroneous prior map of the envi-
ronment. They constructed the GVD of the current map, planned a path, executed a por-
tion of that plan while improving the map with sensor information, and then repaired the
GVD and replanned again. Replanning after every five steps resulted in 74 planning and
GVD construction episodes; the total planning time was 12.2 seconds and the GVD re-
pair time using Dynamic Brushfire was 4.5 seconds. For comparison, GVD repair using
Brushfire took 132.3 seconds.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented Dynamic Brushfire, a new algorithm for efficient, in-
cremental reconstruction of GVDs on grids. Dynamic Brushfire operates analogously to
the D* family of algorithms for path replanning: it restricts the propagation of changes
in the environment to only those areas that could be affected. We have compared our
algorithm to several leading approaches for constructing GVDs and found our algorithm
to be significantly more efficient, particularly in typical robotics applications. We are
currently using this algorithm for multirobot path planning in unknown and uncertain
environments.
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